Sample 11+ Assessment Test
for GL Assessment — Verbal Reasoning

Please mark like this: [□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □]

Sample Test

EXAMPLE
t kmh g w

1  m e d b t

2  s r g m

3  t l k p d

4  k g n s r

5  k g b e

EXAMPLE
g o c m

6 Mahmood Jamie Louise Molly Naomi

7 Cerys Ryan Penny Jasper Neil

EXAMPLE
g r o o m

8 b l e l b

9 p e a c

10 t h r e

11 p i n c

EXAMPLE
t k h g w

12 r i d g e

13 Mum astonished us by singing loudly

14 Behave well if indoor play occurs

15 Harry changed gear without any jerks

EXAMPLE
t k d g e

16 We should reduce carbon emissions immediately

17 Scan each new document before photocopying

18 All the friendliest children were chosen

EXAMPLE
t k d g e

19 26 14 30 12 25 10 27 13 28 15

20 13 12 23 15

21 66 60 56 48 69 3

22 0 2 6 4 3

23 16 24 32 36 48 48

24 48 64 28 32 72

EXAMPLE
t k d g e

25 freckle smudge spot detect see

26 delayed next old detained behind

27 intention reason imagine and reflect

28 catch grasp problem difficulty clutch

29 sincere aim open steer direct

EXAMPLE
t k d g e

30 A A B B C

31 A A B B C

32 A A B B C

33 A A B B C

34 A A B B C